
Thread glorious thread. 

 

Thread weight –the length of yarn it takes to make a given weight therefore 

the higher the weight number the finer the thread. 

The normal weight of yarn that we find is about 40. The thickest thread that 

will go through a machine needle is a 12wt. Heavier threads can be used by hand,  

for couching or for doing bobbin work.  

 

Cotton 

A natural vegetable fibre . 

Mercerising . All cotton these days is mercerised, the thread is treated under 

controlled tension in a caustic solution. This causes the fibres to swell and 

makes them more receptive to dyes . Mercerization also increases the sheen 

and adds some strength, Mercerization was originally done to make cotton look 

more like silk.  

Gassing. Cotton is passed at high speed through a gas which burns off the fuzz 

and again gives the cotton a little more lustre. Wonderfil cottons are double 

gassed. 

Glazing. Cotton threads are treated with starches and other chemicals under 

controlled heat and then polished. This gives the thread a hard finish and a 

higher sheen. 

 

Cotton is suitable for hand and machine piecing, applique, quilting and 

embroidery.  

For machine piecing always use the same thread top and bottom.  

Cotton comes in several weights, a fine cotton will blend into the fabric and not 

be too obvious. A heavier cotton, like a 12wt will really stand out. 

For machine quilting or embroidery using a 50wt use the same or a finer thread 

in the bobbin. You can use a cotton or a polyester. 

If using a heavier thread like a 12wt use a 40 or 50 wt thread in the bobbin and 

use a topstitch needle. 

 

Rayon 

A natural regenerated cellulose fibre. 

Rayons give a slightly higher sheen than cottons. Rayons are purely decorative 

threads, they are not suitable for piecing as they do not have the strength of 

cotton or polyester. Rayons have no wet strength and so seams would not stand 

up to washing.  

40-12wt Rayons  are suitable for machine quilting,  machine applique and machine 

embroidery. Again use different weights for different effects. When using a 

rayon use a finer thread in the bobbin preferably a polyester like deco- bob. 



A 12wt rayon gives a real stand out stitch, recommended for the bobbin would 

be a 40 or 50weight cotton or polyester although I have found no problems 

using deco-bob 

When stitching with a rayon especially a 12wt again use a top stitch needle. 

Reduce your top tension a little.  

If you want to use a finer rayon for hand stitching be aware that it will start to 

fray with the constant in and out of fabrics. To overcome this, sew with shorter 

lengths of threads. 

 

 

 

Polyester 

A synthetic, man-made thread. 

Polyesters are very strong and come with quite a high sheen. 

Polyesters are suitable for piecing, embroidery and quilting. They are not 

suitable when you are doing burning or soldering iron techniques as they will 

melt. 

Polyesters also come in a variety of weights. 

Wonderfil has two fine polyester threads Deco-bob and Invisafil. Both these 

threads have been cottonised which means they have been treated to make 

them behave like a cotton. You can iron these threads and they will not melt. 

Deco-bob is an 80wt polyester it is very fine and very smooth. Use it for piecing 

and there will be very little bulk in the seams and so points will be more 

accurate. You can use it for quilting where you don’t want your quilting to be too 

obvious. 

For hand piecing or applique the fine stitches mean that your sewing will not 

show. 

As a bobbin thread with cottons, rayons and metallic thread it is second to none. 

It is smooth and the lightness of thread in the bobbin reduces thread bulk on 

the back of your work 

 

Invisafil is a 100wt polyester and is as fine as silk again it can be used for 

piecing as there is no thread bulk in the seams. For quilting where you want your 

quilting to disappear into the background. It is much nicer to use for stitch in 

the ditch quilting than monofilament.  

For hand applique this is the perfect thread it doesn’t tangle up and your 

stitches disappear into the fabric. 

Again this thread can be used in the bobbin for machine embroidery as there is 

no bulk at the back of your work. If using invisafil on the machine as a top 

thread use invisafil on the bobbin and use an embroidery needle. 

 



Metallic 

Decorative threads with a sparkle they give fabulous results used with care. 

Use them for applique, quilting and machine embroidery. 

The secrets of success with metallic are: 

1. a good bobbin thread this thread must be smooth,  deco bob is fantastic 

with metallic thread 

2.  a topstitch or a metallic needle 

3.  slow down your speed  

4.  reduce your top tension 

 

Hologram Thread 

A lovely thread for the bling effect treat this thread just like a metallic  

 

 

Needles 

A top stitch needle is less rounded than a universal needle it’s eye is twice as 

long and the front groove is deeper an 80/12 or a 90/14 is useful for most of 

the threads mentioned 

Using invisafil or deco-bob an embroidery or a microtex needle both work well. 
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